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Blockchain mining should not be a game among power oligarchs. In this paper, we present the Multiple Winners Proof of Work
Protocol (MWPoW), a mining-pool-like decentralised blockchain consensus protocol. MWPoW enables disadvantaged nodes
which post only a small amount of calculation resource in the mining game to create blocks together and compete with power
oligarchs without centralised representatives. A precise Support Rate of blocks can be determined through the mining process; the
mechanism of the mainchain determination is therefore changed and has become faster and more straightforward. Amethod that
periodically adjusts the block size and the block interval is introduced into MWPoW, which increases the system exibility in the
changes of network conditions and data ow. Experiments suggest, without lifting calculation and bandwidth requirements,
MWPoW is more attractive to disadvantaged nodes due to its mostly increased reward expectation for disadvantaged nodes. e
transaction pending time is shortened chiey, and either the block interval or the block size can be adapted amid the changes of
overall network conditions.
1. Introduction
Bitcoin [1], Ethereum [2], and other blockchain systems take
the research direction of acquiring a consistent view among
mutually distrusting participants to public attention.
Blockchain’s transparency and irreversibility make it a
perfect mechanism for maintaining the integrity and public
condence in applications like crowd-funding and gam-
bling, where trust is the essence. Blockchain also brings hope
to change our nancial system and other elds that are
vulnerable to the catastrophe caused by a failure in a single
central component. Blockchain achieved the named prop-
erties with the premise that more than half of the partici-
pated resources are always honest. Every decision in the
blockchain is a decentralised consensus decision among the
participants instead of a centralised order from the superior
governor. A blockchain is entirely decentralised when it
operates in a permitless mode where it opens the mem-
bership and sustains anonymous participants to join and
leave the system freely. Nevertheless, there are problems
with the design of permitless blockchain. With people
seeking to extend the usage of permitless blockchain to
various elds, they have found that themajority implemental
barrier is the dilemma between the increment of throughput
and the maintenance of decentralisation.
On the one hand, the decentralisation and security of
blockchain are in jeopardy. Permitless blockchain usually
uses cryptocurrency to reward its participants to encourage
participation; however, the less competitive nodes are
expecting less or zero rewards. In Bitcoin (Nakamoto
blockchain), with a standard computer having a hash rate of
1millionH/s, the computer has to mine for an average of
62,000 years to nd a block [3]. e design that only the
block creator receives remuneration in every iteration of the
mining game has discouraged the disadvantaged nodes from
participating in this tensed competition, causing a tendency
to partly-centralisation.We see the same problem in Proof of
Stake (PoS) [4] byzantine consensus protocol, the people
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with more tokens become oligarchs who are likely to win the
game. -e decentralisation is further damaged when nodes
join in the mining pools for a higher reward expectation. A
mining pool is a centralised node that gathers the resources
from individual nodes, mine as one, and distribute the
funding gained based on the resources individual nodes
posted. -e participated nodes generally have no sense of
how their resources are used; thus, honest mining pool
participants can also be an accomplice of byzantines. Merged
mining [5] is an example of this, where the mining pool
participants’ power can be used in multiple mining games of
diﬀerent blockchains without their acknowledgements. -e
same problem goes to DPoS, where the stakes of minorities
are gathered by several prominent representatives, the
system is partly centralised, and then the security concerns
are aroused.
Blockchain needs to enable as many devices as possible
to participate in maintaining the decentralisation. It must
give disadvantaged devices enough time (block interval) to
digest information, verify blocks, and reach a consensus with
others. Every block interval consists of two subintervals: the
time for creating a block and the time for broadcasting the
block. -e time allocation inside every block interval
changes with the come and go of participants of diverse
calculation ability and network situation. It is diﬃcult to
conclude a convincing reason for setting a speciﬁc block
interval and whether a block interval adjustment improves
the performance or damages the security. A previous re-
search [6] shows that a signiﬁcant propagation latency in
blockchain network may cause miners to mine on dated
blocks. If the block interval is too short, the impact of
network advantage may surpass that of calculation advan-
tage in the chance to win the mining game, causing a
weakened security.
On the other hand, the throughput (transactions per
second) of blockchain, in reality, is relatively low to power its
potential applications. For the network latency and security
concerns, the block size cannot be signiﬁcant. If the block
size is large, with the same block interval, the subinterval for
creating a block is shorter compared to that with smaller
block size. -is setting may cause an unbalance of the time
allocation between the two subintervals, further damaging
the security of the blockchain.
Most blockchains [1, 4, 7] require three later block
conﬁrmations to conﬁrm a transaction embedded to
block. -is rule brings a pending time of at least 30
minutes to accept the transaction in bitcoin [1], without
counting the pending time before a block embeds this
transaction. -is rule also contributes to the low
throughput problem because only the conﬁrmed trans-
actions can be used in further transactions. However, this
rule is essential for the blockchain security. People only
know if a branch of blocks is the longest one to their
knowledge. -ey do not know the exact percentage of the
overall calculation power that has agreed on that branch
and if there is an unknown branch of blocks of more
support. People must wait for a predeﬁned time window
to accept a block to the mainchain and prevent a wrong
decision in a signiﬁcant propagation latency. -ere are
alternatives to this mainchain determine rule in pro-
tocols like Directed Acyclic Graph [8–10] which has
uncertain transaction conﬁrmation time and is more
vulnerable to attacks. GHOST [11] shortens the time for
mainchain determination by allowing people mine on the
branch that has the most blocks instead of the highest
branch. However, it still requires later block conﬁrma-
tions to accept a block ﬁnally. -ere is no clue of how
much percentage of the overall calculation power in exact
an attempt would take to overwrite the mainchain.
-is problem also exists in other blockchain byzantine
consensus protocols, e.g., Proof of Stake (PoS) [4] and
Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) [7]. -ey take a long
pending time to decide on a branch of blocks as the
mainchain conﬁdently. -ere are many byzantine consensus
mechanisms in pre-blockchain eras; they often make se-
curity/performance trade-oﬀs which make them no longer a
trustworthy decentralised system. Byzantine consensus
mechanisms such as those in [12–14] are speciﬁed working
in a closed-membership setting, the participants are ﬁxed,
and they all know each other’s identities through authen-
ticated third parties. -ese mechanisms are incredibly
vulnerable to Sybil attacks [15], where the byzantine re-
peatedly creates diﬀerent identities to acquire a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the system. More protocols such as those in
[16–18] either scale poorly with the number of participants
or are ineﬃcient.
In this paper, we showMultiple Winners Proof of Work
protocol (MWPoW), a consensus protocol that attempts to
increase the scalability of blockchain while maintaining the
decentralisation by (1) introducing a method to dynami-
cally adjust the block interval and make it ﬁt into the
network situation, (2) changing the way of mainchain
determination and shortening the transaction pending
time, and (3) strengthening the decentralisation by in-
creasing the chance for disadvantaged participants to re-
ceive remuneration.
In MWPoW, we encourage people to join in the
blockchain directly by eliminating the reward-expectation
gap between mining on the blockchain and mining in a
mining pool. A block is not published by one miner but by a
group of miners. Miners receive remuneration based on
their contribution directly if they collectively mined a block.
We improve the scalability of blockchain by shortening the
time to accept a block ﬁnally: any node can calculate a
precise Support Rate of a block without waiting later block
conﬁrmations. An exact percentage for time allocation in
block interval can be derived, either the block size or the
block interval can be dynamically adjusted safely and rea-
sonably to ﬁt into the data ﬂow.
Compared to the previous MWPoW paper [19], this
paper makes the following improvements; parts of the
MWPoW are redesigned:
(i) -e mandatory grouping requirements are re-
moved, and miners are not assigned into three
predeﬁned groups.
(ii) -e block Support Rate is systematically deﬁned and
analyzed.
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(iii) -e branch choosing and the mainchain de-
termination method are thoroughly redeﬁned.
(iv) -e new approach to adjust block interval and block
size is introduced.
(v) -e performance is compared with other fast-
conﬁrm protocols.
2. Multiple Winners Proof of Work Protocol
2.1. MWPoW Outline
2.1.1. Deﬁnition
(i) Calculation Power Claim. A miner’s calculation
power is deﬁned as the hash diﬃculty one can
achieve in a ﬁxed time window. Calculation Power
Claim is the hash diﬃculty that a miner intends to
reach in every round of the mining game:
CP � CP0 + CP1 + · · · + CPN− 1, (1)
where CP is the overall power claimed by regis-
tered participants, N is the number of registered
participants in the network, and CPN− 1 is the
Calculation Power Claim of registered participant
N.
(ii) New Join. New Join is a data set, which records the
Calculation Power Claim of a participant and a
wallet address of this participant (the wallet ad-
dress is used for receiving remuneration). -ere is
a Nonce ﬁeld in New Join, which is used for
adjusting the hash of New Join. For a New Join to
be valid, the hash of this New Join must meet at
least the Calculation Power Claim of this New Join.
Table 1 shows the structure of New Join.
(iii) Try Range. Try Range (TR) is a number interval of
the Nonce in block header:
TRi � ∑
i− 1
k�0
Ttk, ∑
i
k�0
Ttk
 , Tti∈N � CPiCP ∗ 2256, (2)
whereN is the number of registered participants in
the network. Miner i ∈ N mines on TRi.
(iv) Acceptance Diﬃculty. -e ﬁrst block that reaches
the Acceptance Diﬃculty in a round of mining
should be placed in the mainchain. Acceptance
Diﬃculty is adjusted based on how much time is
consumed for the winner block to achieve the
Acceptance Diﬃculty:
ADx �
BI∗ADx− 1
Timestampx− 1 − Timestampx− 2
, (3)
where ADx is the Acceptance Diﬃculty at the block
height X, BI is the predeﬁned block interval, and
Timestampx is the time when block X is created.
(v) Entrance Diﬃculty. A block is broadcasted to the
network when this block reached Entrance Diﬃ-
culty. Entrance Diﬃculty of a new round is
adjusted base on how many blocks reached En-
trance Diﬃculty in the previous round of the game:
EDx � min
NEX− 1
DN
∗EDX− 1,ADx2( ), (4)
where EDx is the Entrance Diﬃculty at the block
height X; NEx− 1 is the number of blocks reached
Entrance Diﬃculty at block height X − 1; DN is the
ideal number of NE, and we set DN � 1.
(vi) Share. Share is a container of Nonce when
broadcasting. -e Nonce inside a Share which is
sent by a miner must make the hash of the block
fulﬁll at least 25% of this miner’s Calculation
Power Claim. Table 2 shows the structure of Share.
(vii) Countable Share. If a miner has sent at least two
valid Shares for a block, the diﬃculties of these
Shares are counted toward the Support Rate of this
block and the miner will be able to receive re-
muneration for announcing this block if this block
wins the game later.
(viii) Share Diﬃculty Cap. -e maximum sum of diﬃ-
culties of Countable Shares sent by a miner X in a
round of game is CPX (its Calculation Power
Claim). If it sends more, the sum is capped at CPX.
(ix) Support Rate. -e Support Rate of a block is de-
ﬁned as the ratio between the sum of the diﬃculties
of the Countable Shares for the branches stem
from this block and the sum of diﬃculties of all
Countable Shares of all the branches in the
blockchain since the block height of this block:
SRX �
∑
XL
i�XSD i{ }
∑
k
i�0∑
iL
j�iSD j{ }
. (5)
where SRX is the Support Rate of block X; XL is the
latest block on top of the blockchain branch stem
from block X; k is the number of all the branches;
iL refers to the latest block on top of the speciﬁc
branch; SD i{ } is the total diﬃculty of the Countable
Shares for block i.
Figure 1 shows an example where red and blue
dotted boxes include the branches stem from block
1 and block 2, respectively. -e Support Rate of
block 1 is 28.57% while which of block 2 is 71.43%.
(x) Reward. -e reward is given as follows:
Ri∈NR � SDiSD X{ } ∗R X{ }. (6)
where NR is the set of miners who contributed the
Countable Shares for announcing block X; R X{ } is
the overall reward assigned from the system for the
block at the block height X; Shares of block X are
embedded in block X + 1; SD X{ } is the total dif-
ﬁculty of the Countable Shares embedded in block
X + 1; SDi is the diﬃculty of the Countable Shares
miner i contributed to; and Ri∈NR is the amount of
remuneration given to miner i as a Coinbase
transaction in block X + 1.
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(xi) Valid Block. A miner determines a block as a valid
one when the transactions, New Joins and Shares
in this block are correct; the Shares and New Joins
must be more than 90% previously known to the
miner.
(xii) Registered Power. -e Registered Power of a
block height is deﬁned as the sum of all the new
calculation power shown in the New Joins
embedded in the block sat this block height plus
the sum of all the remaining calculation power
after expelling unqualiﬁed miners who failed to
show 50% of their powers when announcing the
preceding block. Figure 2 shows an example,
where the New Joins of miner A and miner B are
embedded in block 1, Miner A worked on block
2, and miner B worked on block 3 (that is why
they are expelled from the other branch). -e
New Joins of miners C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, and
L show up on the network and should be em-
bedded into a block at the block height X; block
2 does not include L, and block 3 does not
include D; however, both blocks can be ac-
cepted as the discrepancy does not excel 10% of
the contents in the network. But, when calcu-
lating the Registered Power, all the new par-
ticipants as well as the remained miners should
count.
(xiii) Restriction for Branch Choosing. If a miner has sent
two Shares for a block, this miner is not allowed to
change branches in this round of the game. If a
miner broadcasted two or more valid Shares for
blocks of diﬀerent branches at the same block
height, the miner would be expelled from the game
and its contribution will not be counted toward the
Support Rate.
(xiv) Statement Rate. STRX � SRPX/RpX, where
SRPX � sum(CPi∈k), k is the set of miners who
have sent two valid Shares for a block at the block
height X and are not violating the restriction for
branch choosing, and RpX is the Registered Power
at the block height X.
(xv) Noncommittal Power. If a miner has not yet sent
two Shares for a block, its power is counted toward
the Noncommittal Power. If a miner breaks the
restriction for branch choosing, its Shares will be
eliminated from the Support Rate of all blocks at
this block height and will not be counted toward
Noncommittal Power.
(xvi) Block Size. -e number of transaction allowances
per block.
2.1.2. Game Overview. Miners need to claim the calculation
power they intended to put into the mining game before
participating the game. Each miner is given a unique TR
based on the calculation power it claimed. When a miner
creates a block and ﬁnds a Nonce that fulﬁll Entrance
Diﬃculty in its TR, it will broadcast the block as well as the
Share. -en other miners will attempt to ﬁnd a Nonce in
their TR to make this block fulﬁll the Acceptance Diﬃculty
Table 2: Structure of Share.
Filed Purpose Size (bytes)
L_4_D_IH Last 4 bytes of the block header hash of a blockcandidate 4
Nonce Hash tried (A 256-bit number) 32
1
2
Share Share
Share
Share
Share
Share
Share
Share
ShareShare
Share
Share
Share
Share
Total difficulty
derived from
Shares: 2000
Total difficulty
derived from
Shares: 5000
SR1 = 2000/(2000 + 5000) = 28.57% SR2 = 5000/(2000 + 5000) = 71.43%
Figure 1: -e Support Rate of block 1 and block 2.
1
A, B
added 2
3
A remained,
C, D, E, G, H, I, J, K added
B remained,
C, E, G, H, I, J, K, L added
Block height X – 1 X
Registered Power of block height X =
SumPower(A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L)
Figure 2: Explanation for Registered Power.
Table 1: Structure of New Join.
Filed Purpose Bytes
HashPrevBlock A 256-bit hash of the latest block in the mainchain 32
Intended_diﬃculty -e power (diﬃculty) which the miner intended toplace into the mining game 4
Wallet address For receiving compensation 34
Nonce Hash tried (A 256-bit number starts from 0) 32
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if they acknowledge this block as a valid one. Ideally,
miners should announce a block collectively by doing PoW
in their TR in parallel. When a Share of a block is
broadcasted and the Nonce in it made the block reached the
Acceptance Diﬃculty, this block is announced. -e ﬁrst
block that reaches Acceptance Diﬃculty is the winner
block, and miners who contribute Shares to this block will
divide the remuneration of mining. During the an-
nouncement, miners should send Shares which do not
fulﬁll the Acceptance Diﬃculty but fulﬁll at least 25% of the
power they claimed previously as the proof of contribution.
A miner can only send up to four Shares to the network per
round of the game. If more than one block is successfully
announced in a round of game, miners should mine on top
of the one ﬁrst reached Acceptance Diﬃculty from their
perspectives (miners may have diﬀerent views due to the
network delay). Assume that this winner block is the block
X, the blocks at the next block height (block X + 1) will
embed Shares of block X. According to the Shares em-
bedded, if a miner failed to ﬁnd the Shares which together
weighted more than 50% of the power it previously
claimed, this miner will be expelled from the game (its TR
will be cancelled since BH X + 1). -e remuneration for the
miners of block X is given at the block height BH X + 1
through the Coinbase transaction. All the valid miners of
block X divide the reward based on the diﬃculty of Shares
they sent. As every miner oversees diﬀerent Try Ranges, it is
easy to determine who should receive remuneration and
what amount of remuneration.
2.1.3. Game Procedure
(i) Register power: A new miner creates and submits a
New Join to the system.
(ii) Get a Try Range: Miners whose New Joins are em-
bedded into a block will be assigned with Try Ranges.
(iii) Mining: -e miners try to create a block and ﬁnd a
Nonce that fulﬁlls Entrance Diﬃculty in theirTR; if
a block created by a miner has reached Entrance
Diﬃculty and other miners approve this block as a
Valid Block, they will try to ﬁnd a Nonce that fulﬁlls
Acceptance Diﬃculty in their Try Ranges.
(iv) Getting reward: If the miner submitted adequate
number of valid Shares for the winner block, the
amount of reward would be given at the next block
height.
(v) Rearrange Try Range and start over: After every
round of the game, the invalid miners will be
globally expelled (miners who failed to send Shares
which stand for at least 50% of the power they
claimed, their Try Ranges will be cancelled). -en,
newminers are added, and the Try Ranges for all the
valid miners be rearranged. After that, a new round
of the game starts. Miners who submitted New Join
before and were not expelled do not need to register
power again to participate the new round of the
game.
2.2. Block Simpliﬁcation and Bandwidth Demand.
Because New Joins and Shares are embedded to the block,
the block size is increased tremendously. We use a block
simpliﬁcation algorithm Graphene [20] to simplify the block
as to lower the bandwidth demand. -e structure of
MWPoW block is given in Figure 3. Graphene is a block
simpliﬁcation method which uses Bloom ﬁlter (BF) [21] and
IBLT [22]. It can encode 2000 transactions into 2.6 kbytes,
and the encoded blocks can be decoded by nodes using the
previously received transactions.
-ough the block is simpliﬁed, nodes still need to
promptly hear all the New Joins, Shares, and transactions in
the system to decode the simpliﬁed blocks. A New Join sized
102 bytes while a Share sized 36 bytes. Figure 4 shows the
amount of data needed for hearing New Joins and Shares
with the diﬀerent number of valid miners in the network.
Every miner sends four Shares to the network per round of
the game, and in every round of the game, 200 new miners
are added into the network until there are 10000 miners.
Bitcoin nowadays has a steady number of around 8000
miners worldwide in the network. Let us assume MWPoW
also has this user scale, then the minimum bandwidth for a
node will be 1.12/IntervalMbytes, where Interval is the
predetermined block interval (in minutes). -e minimum
bandwidth with diﬀerent block interval is shown in Figure 5.
It only requires an additional 2 kbytes/s to functionMWPoW
with the Bitcoin setting (block interval of 10 minutes).
2.3. Distributed Remuneration. According to the Shares
embedded in the block, the remuneration will be given to the
miners of the winner group directly through a Coinbase
transaction. -e amount of remuneration for miners is
calculated based on the total reward amount of the last block
height multiplied the sum of the miner’s valid Share pro-
portions to the sum of all the Shares in winner group.
Figure 6 shows an example of this, where the sum of the
diﬃculty of the Shares sent by the Miner A and Miner B is
212 and 49, respectively, and the sum of the diﬃculty of all
the valid Shares of the group is 1000. -e total reward
amount of the last block height is 100. Miner A and Miner B
receive 21.2 coins and 4.9 coins, respectively. It should be
noticed that if the diﬃculty of the valid Shares of a miner
excelled the diﬃculty it claimed in the New Join, the system
should use the diﬃculty in the New Join to calculate
remuneration.
2.4. Fast Conﬁrmation. It is predeﬁned that the miners
should mine on top of the block which, to their knowledge,
ﬁrst reached the Acceptance Diﬃculty. However, a miner
may shift to mine on top of another block if this miner is
allowed to change branches (when the miner has not yet sent
two Shares for a speciﬁc block), and there is another block of
Acceptance Diﬃculty with more Support Rate.
A block is ﬁnally accepted when the following ﬁnally
acceptance criteria are satisﬁed:
(1) -is block is inside the highest branch of the
mainchain.
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(2) -e Statement Rate of the latest block height is larger
than 50%
(3) -e calculation power that reﬂected by the diﬀerence
between the Support Rate of this block and the
Support Rate of the second largest block at the same
block height is larger than 25% of the Registered
Power of the latest block height.
Figure 7 shows an example of the branch choosing. In
(a), ﬁnal acceptance criteria (3) is not met so that we cannot
yet determine which block is the ﬁnal accepted one. In (b),
where there are succession blocks of blocks A, B, and C, the
Support Rate of blocksA, B, andC are changed. BlocksC and
D are ﬁnally accepted because the diﬀerences of diﬃculty
between this branch and other branches are larger than 25%
of the latest Registered Power. Block C and the branch stems
from it have Shares that altogether stand for 6110 diﬃculties
while the second popular block—block B and its branch
altogether have 3172 diﬃculties; the diﬀerence is 2938, that
is, about 41% of the Registered Power is exceeded the ﬁnal
acceptance criteria.
2.5.Adjustment of theBlock Interval andBlock Size. Let Tx be
the timestamp for the time of creating block x, TTx is the
timestamp that indicates the time when the creator of block
x heard ﬁrst out of the four Shares of block x − 1 from
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miners whose Calculation Power Claim together stand for at
least 50% of the overall registered power at the block height
x − 1; both Tx and TTx are embedded in the block header of
block x. -e block interval is deﬁned as interval � S + M,
where S is the time for synchronization andM is the time for
mining. Real time S and M can be derived from (1) TTx −
Tx− 1 � S + 0.25∗M and (2) Tx − Tx− 1 � S + M. If a desire
ratio R � S/M is predeﬁned, the block interval and block size
can be adjusted accordingly.
2.5.1. Block Interval Adjustment. Block interval is adjusted
as follows:
I − M
M
: R � Intervalx : Intervalx− 1, (7)
where I � Tx − Tx− 1, M � I − (TTx − Tx− 1)/0.75 and
Intervalx is the setting value of the block interval between the
block height x and the block height x + 1.
2.5.2. Block Size Adjustment. -e block size is adjusted as
follows:
R∗M
I − M
�
BSx+1
BSx
, (8)
where BSx is the block size of the block height x.
In the experiment section, we will examine how block
interval, block size, and acceptance diﬃculties change when
the number of nodes and the bandwidth of nodes
ﬂuctuates.
3. Security Analysis
3.1. Restriction of Branch Choosing. If a miner has sent two
valid Shares for a block at a block height, this miner is not
allowed to change branches in this iteration. -is rule sets a
bottom line for speculators; if the rule is broken, their power
is not considered Registered Power and they are expelled
since the next round of the game.
3.2. Attack. Because the Support Rate of a block may be
reduced when a miner breaks the restriction of branch
choosing, this brings the room for the attack. Figure 8
shows an example of the attack, where the rectangles in red
stand for the attacker’s power. In (a), block Alice is ﬁnally
accepted because its Support Rate is more signiﬁcant than
Bob (the second largest) for more than 25% of the Reg-
istered Power and the Statement Rate is more signiﬁcant
than 50%. -e attacker has placed at least two Shares for
Alice. Otherwise, its Shares are not Countable Shares for
Alice. Because the maximum sum of diﬃculties of Shares
one can contribute to a block height is its Calculation
Power Claim (the diﬃculty is capped if one contributed
more), it takes at least 50% the attacker’s Calculation Power
Claim to make two valid Shares for Bob (otherwise the
Shares are not countable); after that, we entered situation
(b). As condition (b) violates the restriction of branch
choosing, the attacker’s power is eliminated from both
Alice and Bob and then (c) is reached, where Bob is the
ﬁnally accepted block instead of Alice.
Let us assume block Alice reached ﬁnal acceptance
criteria and had a F Support Rate; at that time, block Bob
had F − D Support Rate in the network. -e attacker must
have placed at least D amount of Registered Power into
block Alice’s branch through at least two Shares submitted
at the latest block height of Alice’s branches. -en, a
similar D amount of power must be used to create two
more valid Shares for another branch which does not stem
from Alice to make the attacker’s contribution to Alice
invalid.
-e attacker must have claimed a power that is around
two times of D when joining in the game because each Share
stands for at least 25% of the power and the maximum
diﬃculty of the sum of the attacker’s countable Shares is its
power claim. For block Alice to reach acceptance criteria at
ﬁrst, D must be equal to or larger than 25% of the overall
Registered Power (see (3) of Fast conﬁrmation section). So,
an attack costs 2∗D power (at least 50% of the overall
Registered Power.)
Finally
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Power
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6000
Power
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Figure 7: Finally accept a block.
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4. Related Work and Contributions
In 2013, Sompolinsky and Zohar [11] proposed the
GHOST protocol. GHOST handles more transactions per
second than Nakamoto blockchain because it can de-
termine the mainchain faster. Not only the earliest block
at each round of the game is accepted, other blocks, e.g.,
orphaned blocks, which are found later could also be
accepted. GHOST accelerates the mainchain de-
termination by allowing block parallelism in the network;
it prevents the computational power to scale up the
network. Some ideas of MWPoW are similar to GHOST:
Shares in MWPoW function like fork blocks in GHOST
for mainchain determination except Shares are much
smaller and generated faster. Also, every Share brings an
explicit increase or decrease of the Support Rate for every
pending block.
Eyal et al. [23] improved the transaction per second in
their blockchain protocol named Bitcoin-NG. Bitcoin-NG
brings more blocks within one round of mining game. Key
blocks and macroblocks are two diﬀerent block types in
Bitcoin-NG. -e key blocks carry no transactions; they are
used for leader elections solely. In the meantime, the
macroblocks are employed to deliver transactions proposed
by the creator of the key block. -e Share structure of
MWPoW is also similar to macroblocks in Bitcoin-NG, with
no transaction attached. We do not add transactions into the
Share structure, because the macroblocks in Bitcoin-NG are
linearly linked to each other. -ey are sent by the key block
creator only so that it guarantees the transactions are not
duplicated. However, the Share structure does not link with
other, and Shares are used to determine the Support Rate
and reward distribution, which features the macroblocks
cannot provide.
Lightning blocks [24] proposed by Poon et al. uses an oﬀ-
chain micropayment channel between two parties to im-
prove the transactions per second in the Bitcoin network.
Micropayment channel allows both parties to send large
transactions in an instant between the parties after only a few
transactions been included into the blockchain. However, as
it is only an application running on top of Bitcoin, it still
underlies Nakamoto blockchain regardless of its contribu-
tion to enhance the transaction throughput. It does not solve
the core problem of the Nakamoto protocol.
Buterin et al. [25] explore another approach that aims
to ease the scalability problem. -is approach involves
sampling and challenging techniques. In their model, par-
ticipants are split into several subcommittees in the network
to distribute computation and veriﬁcation cost. Random
sample veriﬁer veriﬁes the correctness of others’ updates and
challenges some others’ veriﬁcation results. However, some
invalid updates would never be detected under this
mechanism.
Regarding block size/block interval adjustment or a clear
view of the time allocation for data synchronisation and
mining, we did not ﬁnd any previous research that addresses
these issues.
Besides the contribution toward a shorter transaction
pending time and the methods of adjusting block size and
block interval, MWPoW contributes a clear security
threshold for the blockchain. Other consensus protocols
would not achieve this without registering power before the
mining game using New Join and counting the Support Rate
using Shares.
5. Experiment
-ree experiments were conducted; the ﬁrst one compared
the reward distribution for nodes which participated in
Nakamoto blockchain and MWPoW.-e second one tested
the change of block interval and the block size in diﬀerent
network schemes with a ﬁxed R. -e third one tested and
compared the performance of MWPoW and GHOST re-
garding the speed of mainchain determination in the dif-
ferent network schemes.
5.1. Experimental Setup. We simulated three networks A, B,
and C of 1000, 2000, and 5000 nodes, respectively, using a
communication protocol specialised for blockchain sys-
tems [26]. We gave every connection a random delay time
ranging from 10MS to 200MS; the distribution of the
connection delay time is shown in Figure 9. During the
experiment, we assigned three bandwidth schemes of
1Mbytes/s, 5Mbytes/s, and 10Mbytes/s in average for
every network; the bandwidth situation is shown in Fig-
ure 10. -e calculation ability for every node was 5MH/S
ﬁxed; we used the ﬁxed setting because the diﬀerences in
calculation ability only aﬀect the reward distribution, and it
does not change the speed of Share generation; if a miner
registered more, this miner needs to calculate more in the
same time window.
25%
Alice Bob Alice Bob Alice Bob
Figure 8: -e attack simulation.
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5.2. Reward Distribution. We ran a Nakamoto blockchain
network and an MWPoW blockchain network as a com-
parison in network B with 5Mbytes/s bandwidth in average.
-e block interval was set to be 5 minutes, the hash rate for
every node was a ﬁxed 5MH/s, meaning every node gets the
same chance to publish a block or ﬁnding a valid Share. -e
mining reward was set to be a ﬁxed 1000 coins per block.
Figure 11 presents the distribution of funding after the
experiment ran for 1000 iterations. -e experiment shows
most miners in Nakamoto blockchain did not receive a
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reward, only the minority of them received tremendous re-
wards while miners in MWPoW all received remunerations,
and the currency was mostly distributed among miners.
5.3. Block Conﬁrmation Speed Test and Comparison. We
compared the performance regarding the mainchain de-
termination speed between GHOST protocol and MWPoW
in networks A, B, and C with diﬀerent bandwidth schemes.
Both MWPoW and GHOSTused the same network with the
same nodes of the same connections. To make the experi-
ment fair, the block size and the block interval of MWPoW
were not adjusted, and the block size and the block interval
were 1000 transactions per block and 30 seconds, re-
spectively, for both MWPoW and GHOST. Every sub-
experiment lasted for 500 block heights and was repeated 50
times. 200 transactions were sent to the network per second.
-e result shown in Figure 12 is the average time for
accepting a block ﬁnally. As can be seen from the result,
MWPoW outperformed the GHOST protocol and the av-
erage accepting time was around (1/4) of the block interval
regardless of the experiment settings. Usually, MWPoW can
ﬁnally accept a block when that block is announced because
most miners have exchanged four views through four Shares.
-e cost of time for accepting this block is (0/4) of the block
interval at the next block height. If a block cannot be ﬁnally
accepted when announced, then which block is the ﬁnal
accepted block can usually be decided at around (1/2) of the
block interval at the next block height. At that period of the
next block height, the Shares of most miners become
countable Shares and that brings a change to the Support Rate
of the preceding block.-us, on average, the accepting time is
around (1/4) of the block interval. -e power register
mechanism and the Support Rate inMWPoW accelerated the
speed of block conﬁrmation. -is result is achieved likely
because GHOST needs to count the number of blocks
stemmed from a block to determine if this block should be
ﬁnally accepted. However, MWPoW counts the diﬃculty of
Shares sent for the blocks stemmed from a block. It is much
easier to generate a Share than a block.
5.4. Adjustment of Block Interval/Block Size. -e change of
block interval and block size was performed alternatively
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with the change of diﬃculties. In this experiment, if the block
height mod three equals zero, the network diﬃculties were
adjusted; if the block height mod three equals two, the block
size was adjusted; otherwise, the block interval was adjusted.
We tried R � 1 in this experiment. A transaction sized
300 bytes was ﬁxed, and 20 transactions were sent per second
from the random nodes in the network. -e default block
interval at the beginning was 5 seconds; the default block size
was 1000 transactions. -e experiment lasted for 500 block
heights; during the experiment, the bandwidth scheme was
shifted from 1Mbytes/s to 5Mbytes/s and 10Mbytes/s and
went back to 5Mbytes and 1Mbytes. Figure 13 shows the
result. We can see from Figure 13 that both the block interval
and block size were adjusted dynamically during the
experiment.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced a new version of Multiple
Winner Proof of Work protocol (MWPoW) with detailed
deﬁnitions of the Support Rate, branch choosing, and the
unique feature of block interval/block size adjustment. We
attempted to increase the scalability of blockchain by
shortening the pending time to accept a block ﬁnally and
strengthen the decentralisation of blockchain by increasing
the chance for miners to proﬁt from the game. -e ex-
periment result shows that MWPoW is much faster than
GHOST in mainchain determination. Meanwhile, the block
interval and block size can be changed with the change of
network situation as like adjusting network diﬃculties to
make the protocol more adaptable. Also, it is much easier to
receive remuneration in MWPoW than in Nakamoto
blockchain.
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